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Supplementary Figures

Fig. S1 a Initial resistance 𝑅0 and b Electrical conductivity of TPU/CB strain
sensors with different rotating speed
For the electrical conductivity measurement of TPU/CB strain sensors, both ends of the
rectangular shape samples were attached copper tape as electrode. The initial resistance
𝑅0 was measured and electrical conductivity σ was then calculated as:
𝐿

(S1)

σ = 𝑅×𝑆

𝑚

where 𝑅 is the measured electrical resistance of sample, 𝐿 is the distance between
both coated ends, 𝑆𝑚 is the area of cross sectional of strain sensor [S1]. As shown in
Fig. S1, for TPU/CB strain sensor, the initial resistance decreased while the electrical
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conductive increases with the rotating speed increasing. The initial resistance of RS50 is almost 43 kΩ, RS-100 is 26 kΩ and RS-200 is 16 kΩ respectively. The electrical
conductive of RS-50 is 1.42 S/m, which is not beneficial for fabricating wearable
sensor [S2].

Fig. S2 SEM images of TPU/CB strain sensor with 50 rpm
In electrospinning processing, TPU fibers were spun to film on collection device with
applied rotating speed. While it is against to eliminate the solvent completely of TPU
mixture under low level applied rotating speed. The microstructures of TPU/CB strain
sensor with 50 rpm were showed in Fig. S2. Compared with Figure 1c&e in, it is hard
to observe the specific scaffold structure in Fig. S2.
As Figs. S1 and S2 showed above, in this work, 100 rpm and 200 rpm were chosen as
the applied rotation speed of collection device for the fabrication of TPU fibrous film.

Fig. S3 The thickness of TPU/CB strain sensor is about 50 μm
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Fig. S4 1000 stretching-releasing cycles toward the strain variation from 0 to 50%

Fig. S5 The normalized change of a RS-100 and b RS-200 under 0-50% strain and
under c, d 0-5% in tensile stress and electrical resistance (ΔR/R0 ) vs. strain.

Fig. S6 Schematics of the morphology change of stretched (c) RS-100 and (d) RS-200
strain sensor
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